
DRNX DUO BY BROOD

INSTALLATION

1. Install on a clean and dry surface.
Allow no less than 5 centimetres of space from all sides.

2. Plug the power cord into an electrical outlet.

3.  Connect each beverage tube to DRNX DUO by pushing the elbow fittings
into the connection underneath the machine.
Tilt the machine slightly if you need to. If you need to release the beverage
tube, push the metal spring next to the connection underneath.

4. Place both Drip Tray beneath each spout.

WARNING: If you do not use the pre-filter, the following problem 
may occur:
Blockage in the machine due to large coffee particles.
Make sure all tubes are pushed firmly in place.

Connecting to the designated BROOD container.
1. Pour your beverage into the designated container.

Close the lid and push the seal.
2. Push one of the elbow fittings into the connector at the bottom of

the container. And push the other fitting into the connecter at the bottom
of the machine.

3. Make sure the arrow at the base of the pre-filter is pointing in the
direction of the flow.

Connecting to any container.
1. Pour your beverage in any container.
2. Push the elbow fitting into the connecter at the bottom of the machine.
3. Drop the loose end of your beverage tube into the container containing

your beverage.
4. Make sure the arrow at the base of the pre-filter is pointing in the direction

of the flow.

DRNX DUO will pull from any container. If using a keg, then attach your beverage 
tube to a keg coupler. If using a bag-in box, then attach your beverage tube to a 
bag-in-box adaptor.

WARNING: Liquid containing solid matter cannot be used.
WARNING: Never run hot liquid above 30°C (86 °F) through DRNX DUO.

CAUTION: 
Beverage container must be 
level with, or beneath the 
machine. Otherwise the 
spout will drip.
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